
Channel and Average

Basic conditions:

 Currency pair: EUR/USD
 Trading terminal: Meta Trader (recommended)
 Type of chart: Japanese candles
 Used indicators: NO
 Recommended volume of trading: Optional, but always steady
 Maximum number of market entries for one session: - by the channel: 3, by the 

midline: unlimited

Algorithm of the tactic “Channel and Average”

21:00 (GMT)

1. Chart Preparation

Draw three horizontal lines, one for the highest value for the current day (high), the second – 
at lowest cost per day (low) and the third line is drawn on the average price (average) 
between the maximum and minimum values (high + low)/2.

2. Analysis of the graph

Check the location of the opening price of the day (open), closing price (close) for the period 
and the resulting (approximately) rectangle. There are 5 options available:

2.1 LowLow (LL):

The opening price (open) and the closing price (close) are situated below the average price 
line (average).

* Open<Average & Close<Average

Using daily chart with Doji gravestone candlestick

2.2 HighHigh (HH):

Open and Close are above the Average.

*Open>Average  & Close>Average

Using daily chart with Doji dragonfly candlestick

2.3 HighLow (HL):

Opening price is situated above the average price line and the distance between Open and 
Average is no less than 10 pips. The closing price is situated below the Average and the 
distance between close and average is no less than 10 pips. 

* Open<Average & Close>Average; Close-Average>10 & Average-Open>10



Using daily chart with black Marubozu candlestick

2.4 LowHigh (LH):

The opening price is situated below the Average price line and the distance between Open 
and Average is no less than 10 pips. The closing price is positioned above the Average and 
the distance between Close and Average is no less than 10 pips.

*Open<Average & Close>Average; Close-Average>10 & Average-Open>10

Using daily chart with white Marubozu candlestick

2.5 Average=Closing price

Identical to cases 2.3 and 2.4, however the opening price or the closing price is situated 
within no more than 10 pips of the Average.

*abs (Average-close) <10

Using daily graph with Doji candlestick.

3. Placing Orders

According to one of the above situations we place orders:

3.1 HL / LH peak-bottom / bottom-up (traded on a breach of the channel and rebound from 
the average price)

3.1.1 Place sell order to take profit at the lower limit.

*Sell stop(Low), stop loss(average), trailing stop(50)

3.1.2 Place buy order to take profit at the upper limit

*Buy stop (high), stop loss (Average), trailing stop(50)

3.1.3 Place limit order for a jump of the average price

*Sell/Buy limit (average), stop loss (high/low), trailing stop (50)

3.2 HH/LL peak-peak/bottom-bottom (traded on movement within the channel and 
breakthrough average price)

3.2.1 Put a limited buy order at the lower limit plus a stop order in the opposite direction

*Buy limit (Low), stop loss (Low-37), trailing stop (50)

*Sell stop (Low-37), stop loss (low), trailing stop (50)

3.2.2 Place a limited sell order at the upper limit plus a stop order in the opposite direction

*Sell limit (high), stop loss (high +37), trailing stop (50)

*Buy stop (high +37), stop loss (high), trailing stop (50)

3.2.3 Place a stop order at the breaching of the average price.



*Sell/Buy Stop (Average), stop loss (high/low), trailing stop (50)

3.3 AR (Trading on movement within the channels)

3.3.1 Place a limited buy order at the lower limit plus a stop order in the opposite direction

* Buy limit (Low), stop loss (Low-37), trailing stop (50).

* Sell stop (Low-37), stop loss (low), trailing stop (50).

3.3.2 Place a limited sell order at the upper limit plus a stop order in the opposite direction

* Sell limit (High), stop loss (High + 37), trailing stop (50).

* Buy stop (High + 37), stop loss (High), trailing stop (50).

3.3.3 Place a stop order when the average price is breached

* Sell / Buy Stop (Average), stop loss (High / Low), trailing stop (50)
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We close all unclosed and not completed orders from the previous day.

4. Support orders

4.1 Trading when channel is breached (HL/LH), after activating one of the stop orders with 
profit of 30 pips, move the stop-loss to the point of activating with placing a stop order in the 
opposite direction.

* If Current Price7Buy stop (High) = 30 Then stop loss
(High) and
Sell stop (high), stop loss (High + 37), trailing stop 
(50);
* If Sell stop (Low) 7Current Price = 30 Then stop loss
(Low) and
Buy stop (Low), stop loss (Low737), trailing stop (50);

4.2 Trading on the average price

One the average price we aim at a profit of 15 pips. In general, upon reaching 15 pips profit, 
move the stop loss to where the point of activation is and place an order in the opposite 
direction. With the reverse order we place the stop loss at the border of the channel and 
move it again with 15pips.

4.3 If we move tactically the stop loss to the point of activation and place a reverse order 
within the channel, we reshape the trading rule for the average price trading, i.e. we relied on
the rebounding of quotes from the support levels- now we have to change our approach by 
betting for the breach.



Special cases, shades

 1. We place order in 22:30. If the price at the moment is close to Low (High), then it is 
appropriate to wait until the price rebounds from the bottom (High) with at least 20 pips. 
Otherwise do not place an order overnight and wait for the morning to take the decision, 
based on the principles of the tactic.

2. When placing the orders we do not pay attention to the spread

3.Trailing stop is moved consecutively with 1 pip

4.If the channel is smaller than 90 pips, we trade upon breaching , regardless of the price at 
opening, closing and average price. Stop Loss is placed on the average price line.

5. At night, leave the order if we are at profit of 30 pips when breaching, if it rebounds from 
the support/resistance-50 pips, if we trade at average price-15 pips. In case of completion of 
the order, we look for a different way to enter the market, leaving behind the principles of the 
tactic.

6. If we have opened a position upon breaching of the channel, but the stop has activated at 
the average, then immediately we close the position (if the channel is wide, then the loss 
might be big and from a psychological point of view it is better not to take that risk). However,
if the movement is due to fundamental news, it is a shame not to place a reverse order.

7. We correct ourselves before important news (only if they are fundamental- unemployment,
CPI etc.)- we move the stop&loss closer to the reverse limit orders.


